Global Instrumentation and Control

Critical Control System Modeling and
Tuning
Background
Analog and digital control systems frequently
perform poorly due to improperly selected
control setpoints that resulted from on-the-fly
tuning. To help address tuning problems,
Westinghouse has developed a Nuclear
Steam Supply System (NSSS)/Feedwater (FW)
control system & plant model for use in modeling
evaluations. It can also be used for support of
on-site control system tuning. The NSSS/FW
control system model has been developed for
use with Westinghouse, Combustion Engineering
(CE), and non-Westinghouse designed plants
worldwide.
The Advanced Continuous Simulation Language
(ACSL) has been used to model both new and
existing NSSS/FW Control systems to simulate
and analyze dynamic transient behavior.

The NSSS/FW control system model uses first
principles to model many of the plant control systems
and associated relevant plant processes. Below is a
brief listing of the plant process models and control
system models that have been developed as part of
NSSS/FW control system model.

Process Models
•

Steam Generator

•

Point Kinetics Core Model and Vessel

•

Hot Leg Transport

•

Cold Leg Transport

•

Tavg and RTD Response

•

Feedwater System

•

Steam System

•

Turbine Load

•

Rod Stepping

Control System Models

Description
ACSL is widely used for modeling continuous
systems described by time dependent, non-linear,
differential equations. The ACSL software is
validated by over 30 years of use in a variety of
industries for modeling and simulation of dynamic
systems and processes. Westinghouse has been
using the ACSL software models to simulate
nuclear plant processes for over 25 years with
predictable and reliable results. Westinghouse
engineers have used this base of knowledge and
experience in the nuclear industry combined with
this special-purpose software to develop the
NSSS/FW control system model.

•

S/G Water Level Control

•

Reactor Temperature Control

•

Steam Dump Control

•

Pressurizer Pressure & Level Control

Each analysis begins by taking the NSSS/FW
control system model and creating a plant-specific
model. Plant data is first collected, including
design basis information, process information
(including valve and pump curves), physical
plant characteristics, state points, historical
plant computer data and operational procedures,
and then incorporated into the model to create
a plant-specific version of the NSSS/FW control
system model. After all available plant specific
data is incorporated into the model, a series of
closed-loop transients, relevant to the desired
analysis, are executed over normal plant operating
conditions. Each evaluation offers a team-oriented
implementation which provides the customer with
a plant-specific model and stand-alone supporting
engineering report. The completed report can be
leveraged by experienced Westinghouse engineers
during on-site control system tuning.

Benefits

Experience

The NSSS/FW control system modeling allows
for control system setpoints and tuning values to
be analyzed and evaluated over a wide range of
transients and plant conditions. Using non-real
time testing in a simulated environment allows
plants to easily refine and evaluate control system
performance over a range of transient scenarios.
These evaluations and modeling results can
lead to:

Westinghouse has utilized the ACSL-based
NSSS/FW control system model for many
nuclear PWR and BWR power plants over the last
25 years, both domestically and internationally.
The NSSS/FW control system model is proven
and has been successfully used to support the
design of existing analog and new digital control
systems. The NSSS/FW control system model
can be used in an integrated manner or used as
standalone analysis tool to provide control system
setpoint and tuning recommendations.

•

Enhanced system performance over the full
operating range with varying plant conditions

•

Eliminating or reducing plant transients by
minimizing process swings

•

•

•

•

RCCA MODEL AND
RCS TEMP
CONTROL
SYSTEM

Potentially reducing a plant’s manpower costs
from continually tuning or troubleshooting
systems at various power levels to keep the
plant operable
Improved tuning that can eliminate or limit
cycling of mechanical plant equipment
avoiding added wear and tear
A properly tuned system that results in plant
operators focusing on plant operations
instead of erratic or alarming control systems
(reducing operator stress and burden)
Better understanding of the plant simulator
model fidelity
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Simplified Schematic Overview of
Westinghouse ACSL Model
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